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Our “ONDUFLEX Spring washers” family has been designed to ensure secure fastening
over time for all assembly challenges. They compensate axial play and misalignment by
keeping tension in an assembly and prevent the risk of loosening.

This family includes a complete range of products, with ONDUFLEX spring blocking
washers and ONDUFLEX spring pressing washers.
‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒

Price: 0.00€

For more information about this assembly solution,

please contact us at the e-mail address below:

fastenerlisi@lisi-group.com
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Our “ONDUFLEX Spring washers” family has been designed to ensure secure fastening
over time for all assembly challenges. They compensate axial play and misalignment by
keeping tension in an assembly and prevent the risk of loosening.

This family includes a complete range of products, with ONDUFLEX spring blocking
washers and ONDUFLEX spring pressing washers.
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Price: 0.00€

For more information about this assembly solution,

please contact us at the e-mail address below:

fastenerlisi@lisi-group.com
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Our « Conical washers » family ensures secure fastening over time for all assembly
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challenges. It has been designed to prevent loosening of threaded assemblies due to
vibration or temperature variations. It also ensures a good repartition of efforts, a reliable
assembly and a strong elastic reaction.

This family includes a complete range of products with captive conical washers (with or
without chamfer) and loose conical washers.
‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒

Price: 0.00€

For more information about this assembly solution,

please contact us at the e-mail address below:

fastenerlisi@lisi-group.com
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Our « Conical washers » family ensures secure fastening over time for all assembly
challenges. It has been designed to prevent loosening of threaded assemblies due to
vibration or temperature variations. It also ensures a good repartition of efforts, a reliable
assembly and a strong elastic reaction.

This family includes a complete range of products with captive conical washers (with or
without chamfer) and loose conical washers.
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Price: 0.00€

For more information about this assembly solution,

please contact us at the e-mail address below:

fastenerlisi@lisi-group.com
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Our « Conical washers » family ensures secure fastening over time for all assembly
challenges. It has been designed to prevent loosening of threaded assemblies due to
vibration or temperature variations. It also ensures a good repartition of efforts, a reliable
assembly and a strong elastic reaction.

This family includes a complete range of products with captive conical washers (with or
without chamfer) and loose conical washers.
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Price: 0.00€

For more information about this assembly solution,

please contact us at the e-mail address below:

fastenerlisi@lisi-group.com
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950007
Our “Plastic and special washers” family has been designed to ensure secure fastening
over time for all assembly challenges.

Our plastic washers have been designed to protect support during tightening of nuts or
screws.

Price: 0.00€

For more information about this assembly solution,

please contact us at the e-mail address below:

fastenerlisi@lisi-group.com
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